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Clouser Organizes Medical
Advisory Committee
Trzeciak have spoken to freshmen
by Ken Taylor '84
A new committee has been at orientation, and several of the
formed this year to help students doctors are scheduled to speak to
who plan to pursue careers in the the Brownback-Anders Prefield of medicine. The Alumni Medical Society sometime in NoPhysicians Advisory Committee vember. They have also expresswas the idea of Dr. Robin ed to Clouser that they would like
Clouser, Ursinus' pre-medical the students to visit them and see
advisor. Since Clouser is new at how it all works.
Recent Committee Additions
this position this year, he felt that
Recently added to the Alumni
he also needed advice, so the
Physicians 4dvisory Committee
committee was formed.
Clouser began working on this are four more doctors. Tl\ese new
idea last spring, but it was not members are Dr. Thomas Davis,
until summer that he arranged to Dr. Andrew Krick '71, Dr. Donald
have four doctors, all graduates of Parlee '55, and Dr. Sarah Sellers
Ursinus, come to discuss the '7;t. With these new additions,
committee. The four doctors who Clouser has achieved what he had
expressed interest were Dr. Jo- hoped for: balance. They are
seph Rosen '55, Dr. Yolanda Roth recently graduated and experi'71, Dr. Robert Sing '75, and Dr. enced doctors; Sing is an Osteopath, Trzeciak is a dentist, and
Francine Trzeciak '78.
Already this year, Sing and Sellers is a Veterinarian.

This committee should greatly
benefit Ursinus students interested in pursuing a career in
medicine. Anyone interested in
visiting or has any questions for
one of the members of the
committee should make an
appointment through Dr. Clouser
in Pfahler 311.
AlUed Health Fields
There is also a group of faculty
members currently being formed
t9 advise students on humanities,
such as opportunities in the Allied
Health Fields and Sports Medicine. The group consists of Mrs.
Jame Shinehouse, Dr; Conrad
Kruse, Dr. Catherine Chambliss,
Pamela Chlad, and Dr. Robert
Cogger. Cogger is important to
this group because he can put
students in contact with alumni in
their field of interest. So far there
has been good cooperation on the
part of the alumni, and the group
may become more formalized as
the interest in these fields continues to grow.

Too expensive ••.

Union Rules Out
Greaseband This Year
by Georgeann Fusco '84
The College Union sponsors
many student activities throughout the school year, including
movies, Coffeehouses, and concerts.
In the past two years The
Fabulous Greaseband has been
the featured concert band and has
been very favorably received by
all. However, this year the Union
will be trying something new.
One of the major reasons for
replacing the Greaseband is the
cost of hiring the group for one
night's performance is approximately $2,500. Even though there
has always been a large turnout,
the Union still loses money on this
event. They are aiming for a cost
of $1,500 and under, but if the
students really want the Greaseband to return, which will mean a
big cut in the budget, then the

Union will make every effort to
schedule a return performance.
Johnny's Dance Band was the
original alternative for the concert,
but they are unavailable for
concerts this year. The College
Union is now reviewing rock
bands which play the top forty
songs, in order to form a two or
three band concert. The concert,
which will be held in the Spring,
will be coordinated with all campus parties so that no alcohol will
be inside.
In addition to this concert, the
Union is involved in other activities such as the College Bowl, the
world's largest gumdrop construction, free movies on alternate Saturday evenings, all campus talent night, and the all
campus calendar which lists the
Union's activities during the
school year.

Some 'teacher shortages'

Education Department
Optimistic About lobs
by Stephanie Kane '83

Contrary to popular opinion,

on
As we all know, the liberal arts there are positions available, and
Parent.' Day to wltne.. the .eason's first victory for the football education that we receive as the openings vary in terms of
[Photo by Larry Muscarella] students at Ursinus provides us particular areas in each state. At
team. More on page three.

Freshman Class
Appointments Available
by Lisa Lepone '84
The class of 1984 has just
elected its four officers for the
upcoming year. These four officers alone, however, cannot attend all meetings or participate in
all the committees for which the
class needs representation. There
are seven appointments that must
be made to four committees in
order for the class to be properly
represented.
The committees are: 1) The
Dbdna Hall Committee.
Two students are chosen ·to
represent the class at meetings
where policies, problems and
complaints concerning tbe Dining
Hall are discussed. The committee usually meets the first Monday of every month in Paisley

Lounge at 4 p.m.
2) The Student Activities
Committee (SAC].
This committee is essential to the
organization of all functions. The
committee gives the final approval of funds allocated to various
campus organizations, organizes
the activities calendar, and maintains the constitutions of all
classes and clubs. Meetings are
held one to three times per
semester, depending on the
amount of business to be conducted.
The Freshman Class is allowed
two representatives on this committet, who must be capable of
expressing the opinions and requests of the Class.

[Continued on Page 6J

with an excellent background in
many fields of study. One opportunity of which many students are
not aware lies in the Department
of Education, headed by Dr.
Robert V. Cogger. Ursinus is
proud of an excellent student
teaching program which offers a
comprehensive and relevant program leading to a Pennsylvania
teaching certificate, which also
qualifies teachers for certification
in many other states. StuQents
major in a selected subject area
then elect the education program
to qualify and certify them for a
career in secondary school teaching.
Ursinus College has stateapproved programs leading to
certification in the following subject matters: English, French,
German, Spanish, Latin, Mathematics, Math/Physics, Health &
Phys. Ed. (grades 1-12), Biology,
Chemistry, General Science,
Physics and Social Studies.

present there are teacher short-

re,

in ,orne

,ubjed field,

Dr. Robert V. Cogger
Department of Education

in

most states. Although there has
been a decline in teacher vacancies in recent years, the percentage of Ursinus graduates who
have obtained teaching posts has
continued to be higher than
national figures.
In the graduating class of 1980,
there were 37 people certified for
secondary teaching: 29 of whom
wanted teaching positions. Out of
of these 29 people 21 now have
private or public school teaching
positions in six different states
(Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
Maryland, Ohio, Connecticut,
and Texas). The other eight have
entered graduate or business
school.
Teaclier salaries are on par
with those in other fields. Beginning salaries in the Montgomery
County start as high as $11,850
and have maximums as high as
530,000 for appro~imately 185
work days. There are many more
benefits for a teaching career.
Any questions concerning the
Student-Teacher program can be
answered by Dr. Cogger in Corson Hall-Room 113.
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D.f.f The

Editor's Desk

Fairness. Everybody talks about it. It's supposedly the
underlying theme In the Democratic Platform. It's one of
Anderson's favorite buzz words, too. I'm sure Reagan has
managed to work it Into most of his campaign speeches. I've
even heard our own President Richter use fairness as a policy
priority from time to time.
Each of these public figures is aiming at the right target.
Fairness is an extremely admirable virtue. An environment of
perfect fairness is an ideal one. However, too often our society
never realizes this sense of fair play, and usually the people who
promote this concept are not the ones to blame for having never
achieved its existence. Rather, the reason for society's failure to
achieve fairness is the failure of its inhabitants to be fair to one
another. More explicitly, it's called hypocrisy.

New Profs Appointed
In German, History Depts.
by Sharon Stiles '84
Two lecturers have been added
to the list of new faculty appointments at Ursinus College. Dr.
Lynn M. Thelen has been appointed as lecturer in German,
and Mr. Brian J. Fegely has been
appointed as lecturer in history.
Dr. Thelen received her B.A.
degree from Pennsylvania State
University. She holds both her
master's degree and her Ph.D.
from the University of Pennsylvania.

Take Urslnus, for example (how very convenientl). Too often
our own system, in an effort to establish a common sense of
fairness, finds itself guilty to some degree of being unfair. Take
a look around you, as I started doing after dinner Wednesday
night. This counter productive force is prevalent all over
campus. Over at Wismer, they're trying to nail all of those
Inconsiderate clowns who are too lazy to return their trays to -the
dishroom after meals. This is a great idea (or, at least, I thought.
It was); It's just not fair to some people to get away with this
while others abide by the system. Anyway, much to my
surprise, word got back to me Wednesday night that the
unbiased Wismer personnel has accused me of being one of the .
Dr. Lynn M. Thelen
guilty culprits. Not only did this irritate me, but it confused me
as well, since I have never once neglected to return my tray.
Dr. Thelen studied at the
Furthermore, it gave me reason to question the integrity of my University of Cologne in Germany
accuser, as I have always prided myself as being one who ' for a half a year as an undergradencouraged cooperation -Within the Wimser system.
If that wasn't -enough, I was getting in my car yesterday
morning to head down to The Independent for lay-out. Looking
at the cars in that area of the parking lot, it appeared as If the
clouds had opened up and it started snowing parking tickets.
Needless to say, one of these' 'snowflakes" found Its way to my
windshield, and it indicated that I was improperly parked. I
couldn't believe it; I've been parking in that same spot for three
years without a single violation. This predicament seems
mighty curious to me. It appears to be the work of some rookie
power-crazy ticketeer who was unfamiliar with the New Men's
parking lot beat. Hopefully this situation will be rectified when
all those who got snowed-under yesterday parade over to Dean
Whatley's office and blow off some steam.

One other area which seems to lack a sense of fairness Is the
College's system for asseSSing damage/vandalism at the end of
the year. I can appreciate the unassigned vandalism costs that
are equally divided among the entire student body. However, I
find myself very skeptical about cases where students are
charged for damage that was already in their rooms before they
moved In.
To some, these comments about fairness may seem pretty
Insignificant. However, I believe if a closer analysiS Is made of
my viewpoints, It can be seen how fair treatment and
cooperation share a coexistence. Fairness promotes coop~ratlon;
you can't have one without the other.
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Reader
Rebound
To the Editor:

Are many students suffering
from symptoms of hypocrisy?
Signs are 1) constant complaints
about a boring campus but still
not participating in on-campus
events, and 2) going to the same
old parties and not making the
effort to venture beyond a keg.
If so, contrary to popular belief,
there
are
other
campus
happenings besides the average
party. Even more importantly,
most of these events are free I
Student apathy has greatly increased - reasons unknown but
complaints ever present.
As. a class president, I often
hear these complaints, but those
complaining rarely show-up at
sponsored activites. For those
who participated and watched the
Gong Show, you have my thanks.
It is only when students get
involved that more activities can
be successful. The Gong Show,
along with various all-campus
functions (I.F. Picnic, Coffeehouses, films, and athletic events)
were, in my opinion, "mild"
successes, reasons being because
of quantity not quality. The
output is there but the feedback is
not.
Future events include a talent
show, movies, Coffeehouses,
Halloween Party, and Homecoming Dance. Show that you're
not as apathetic as the turnouts
make it seem. Remember, rumors
should be spread about activities,
not people.
Your feedback is more than
welcome.

uate student. She also attended
the University of Munich for a
year as a graduate student.
-While doing graduate work ,
she was a lecturer at the University of Pennsylvania. She taught
at Bryn Mawr College prior to
teaching at Ursinus.
Dr. Thelen enjoys teaching at
Ursinus. She said, "I think that is
fun. I am impressed with the
students' enthusiasm. They are
well prepared. I also like the
supportive atmosphere of the
German Department."
Dr. Thelen and her husband,
Gerhard, reside in Malvern,
Pennsylvania. She explained.
"My husband is German. I met
him at the University 'of Munich
while I was studying there."
Her major interest is Medieval
German Literature. Last summer
she participated in a NEH seminar on Medieval Epic at Stanford
University .
Dr. Thelen coordinated the
University of Pennsylvania summer German program in Freiburg,
Germany. She commented, "I am
interested in starting programs
for students to study abroad. This
experience makes students learn
quickly and makes them enthusiastic about German."
Dr. Thelen enjoys sports and
impressionistic art. She loves
traveling and has traveled all over
Europe.
Mr. Fegely graduated from
Ursinus College in 1977 with a
B.A. degree in political science.
He holds a master's degree from
the University of Pennsylvania in
international relations with area
specialty in Soviet Union/Eastern
Europe.
Fegely has noted some changes
at Ursinus that have taken place
since he was here as a student.
He was impressed with the new
Ritter Center. As for the faculty,
he commented, "I was surprised
at the number of new teachers.
There have been many additions
to the faculty."
When asked about the history
program at Ursinus, he said,
"The curriculum is much broader

than when I was here. When
attended Ursinus, the emphasis
of the curriculum was on European cultural history rather than
on political events. I am glad to
see a stimulation of activity on
campus. We are being lifted out
of the checkers and chess syndrome. Weare getting more
sophisticated games in teaching. "
On the subject of teaching,
Fegely commented, "I still
haven't gotten used to being
called 'Mr. Fegely'. There is still
quite an academic motivation
despite the opinions of the more
conservative people of the faculty.
I don't see any kind of radical
activity here."
Fegely explained an interesting
fact about his family. "There are
four Fegelys associated with Ursinus - one is dead," he said.
His mother has worked in the
Dean of Students office as a
secretary for 12 years. His father
works part time as an assistant of
programming in the Union.
Fegely is a part-ti.ree history
lecturer. The fourth member of
the Fegely family at Ursinis is
Byron S. Fegely who was in the
Army Medical Corps. Fegely isn't
certain how he is related. There is
a memorial to this distant relative
in the foyer of the Student Union
Building.
Besides teaching, Fegely enjoys playing the bagpipe and
fencing. At the University of
Pennsylvania, he did work with
the saber. He also likes war
gaming, and is now negotiating to
take over the advisorship of the
Conflict Simulation ClubJ

MIWONS OF PEOPlE IN THE WORLD GO HUNGRY EVERYDAY

YOU CAN HELP

{~NOV. 20
YoQRlD HARVEST
Gi~ up ealing for ~l or part 01 a day and donalr your food money 10
Oxfam-A.moria 1M inlernational agrncy I.hal funds self-help dt-wloprl'lml
projld:s in Ihr poclftSI areas 01 Asia. Africa and lalin America .

CONTACT:

Oxfam-A.moria J02 Columbus Avrnur. BasIon. Massachusetts 02116. (6171Z47·l304

Derek A. PickeD

CIau of 1983 he.klent

ThIs space contributed bI' Ihc publhhcr.
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Despite rainy weather •.•

USGANotes
I would like to take this
opportunity to discuss a few of the
issues that the USGA has been
working on for the past month
and a half.
First, the USGA has provided
valuable input into the formulation of the Utility Gym guidelines.
These guidelines primarily deal
with the parties t~t will be held
in the Utility Gym. The guidelines
represent a progressive move on
the part of the USGA and the
administration to change the nature of such large parties, and to
make them more appealing to the
entire College community. This is
exemplified by provisions which
encourage greater faculty and
administrative participation in the
parties themselves, and require
the service of some type of food .
I believe that such guidelines
will make parties much more
fulfilling and enjoyable for a
greater number of students.
The USGA is also working on
the laundry facility situation.
Many male students are dismayed over the facilities provided in
New Men's Dormitory. The performance of these machines can
be enhanced if the student keeps
his load down to 9 Ibs. These

machines are not heavy duty
machines, and can only handle 9
Ibs. (washers and dryers).
Dean Whatley has been receptive to our requests for improved
facilities and has contacted the
Calico Company accordingly.
Also, he is going to have heavy
duty washers and dryers put in as
many off campus houses as
possible.
The USGA has helped revise
the van policy. The new policy is
a result vf greater student organization and academic use. The
guidelines are quite clear and
should help alleviate the problems which have come up in the
past.
In conclusion, the USGA would
like some input on alternative
housing, student participation on
faculty committees, and many
other issues which are all on our
current agenda. Our meetings
have been moved to the Conference Room in Corson Hall. We
meet on Thursday night at 6:30,
and appreciate and encourage
responsible input. NUchaelJ.Chkappa
Men's Vice-President
Urslnus Student
Government Association

Staiger Named
.for State Committee
Dr. Roger Staiger, chemistry
department chairman at Ursinus
College, has been selected by the
Pennsylvania Department of
Education to serve on the Teacher
Program Certification Review
Committee for Sciences at Moravian College during the week of
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October 13.
Committee members review an
institution's curriculum and I'rograms to see that they meet the
state's standards for preparing
students to be teachers of secondary school science.
This is normal procedure every
five years for all colleges and
universities which have teacher
education programs subject to
state certification reviews. Being
named to the committee is regarded as recognition of an
educator's academic reputation
and of the college represented.
Dr. Staiger is a 1943 gr.aduate
of Ursinus, B.S., chemistry, and
became a member of its chemistry faculty the same year. He
earned his master's and Ph.D.
degrees from the University of
Pennsylvania. His honors include
the Lindback Award for Distinguished Teaching and the David Laucks Hain professorship at
Ursinus.
Dr. Staiger has written and
lectured widely in his field, and
he has been instrumental in
sustaining the highly regarded
reputation of the Ursin us College
chemistry department. He is
married and resides in Collegeville.
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Parents' Day Brings
Campus Enthusiasm
by Sue Colalezzl '84
Preparations for Parents' Day
had been going on for some time.
By Saturday morning all traces of
Friday night's parties had been
cleared away. Everyone wanted
the parents to see the best of the
campus.
Festivities began with a parent,
faculty, student mixer in the
College Union. At the same time
some of the campus organizations
held fund raisers in Bomberger.
Alpha Sigma Nu and the organization of Day Students held
bake sales. Omega Chi sold
Pennsylvania Dutch funnel cake
and apple cider. Another sorority,
Kappa Delta Kappa, sold candy.
The Biology Club offered plants
for sale, and the Beardwood
Chemical Society sold used textbooks.
Two interesting games were
also set up. One sponsored by
Even "Zak" gets In on the fun of Parents' Day at Patterson
Beardwood Chemical Society in[Photo by Larry Muscarella)
volved pouring water into test Field.
tubes filled with certain mixtures. cluding soccer, cross country, and appreciated after the damp
As the mixture turned the right football. After the football team 's football game.
President Richard P. Richter
color you won a prize. Another victory over Johns Hopkins, even
game was throwing darts at the pouring rain could not damper spoke with the parents during the
afternoon and addressed a wide
balloons marked with the name the crowd's spirits.
The food service people outdid variety of issues of parent interest.
of your "favorite" professor.
The fun-filled day was capped
Campus Gold, the service orga- themselves in preparing good
nization, had a stuffed animal food for the parents. A buffet off with the dedication of the
raffle. ZAK, the Ursinus mascot, luncheon was served. In the Utility Gym by way of a square
was busy greeting parents and evening there was a hot and cold dance. The day was enjoyed by
buffet. After the football game, a everyone, and parents will cerhaving his picture taken.
The parents were able to see a reception was held in Helfferich tainly be looking forward to the
variety of sporting events, in- Hall. The cider and donuts were next Parents Day.

JIll"

College Offers Numerous
Special Prograllls
The first of these programs,
by Leah Whitman
We, as students, often think of "Antiques and the Decorative
Ursinus College strictly in terms Arts," has attracted fifty adults
of ourselves - that is, what the from the surrounding communiCollege can do for us. But ties for the five-week, Thursday
Ursinus, through the Offices of morning course. Also underway is
Continuing Education and the Dr. Derk Visser's photography
Evening School, provides services course as was mentioned in our
to the community at large with last issue. Visser has twenty-five
services other than the customary students currently learning the
courses for degree work. There art of producing better pictures.
Dr. John Wickersham will be
are programs for those interested
in business, investing, and alter- discussing gender identity in the
nate energy sources, and pro- future in his series of four
grams for study tips and pure informal discussions of science
fiction books. "Science Fiction enjoyment.
During the fall a number of Females and Futurism" will be
workshops and seminars have held Thursday evenings beginbeen planned, some currently ning October 21.
Two workshops slated for Satunderway, some for the immediate future. A library open-house urdays in November should be of
has been ) scheduled and, of particular interest considering the
course, the programs in the amount of money normally inForum series which are open to vested in their topics - energy
and real estate. The first workthe public are free of charge.
shop, scheduled for November I,
From Continuing Education
Continuing Education has five will be an all-day program on
programs planned to appeal to a alternate energy sources. Real
variety of interests. Dr. Erlis estate for the small investor will
Glass, Director of Special Pro- be the topic of the second
grams, has arranged a number of workshop to be held on Saturday,
non-credit courses and workshops November 15. Tuition for both
during weekdays, evenings, and also includes mid-morning coffee
and lunch.
Saturdays.-

Three programs have been
arranged by C. Joseph Nace ,
Director of Ursinus College
Evening School, one for evening
school students, the other for
those in business. Scheduled is a
Study Skills workshop for Saturday, October 25, this time for
evening students. Also planned
by Nace is an especially intensive
program for those considering or
just starting small businesses.
Thursday, November 6, is the
date for the all-day workshop.
Also of business interest is a
seminar set for Tuesday, November 18, focusing on the management of problems in the workplace.
And last but not least, since it
is the event that will be of interest
to the largest segment of the
community, is the open-house of
Myrin Library on Thursday, November 13. This event will be
covered at length in another
issue.
Ursinus provides more than
educational opportunity for the
student body. With its many
programs, it reaches out far
beyond the confines of our campus to the benefit of both the
college and the community.
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ForulD Presents
Co.[feehouse o.f
"Tyler and Althea"
'Distant Admiration'
Jamison Smooth dog appeared
in the International Room of the
College Union Building last Sunday evening for a Coffeehouse
performance. After a ten-minute
delay, during which the sparse
audience awaited more potential
listeners, the performance began.
Mr. Smoothdog formally introduced himself (as, believe it or
not, Jamison Smoothdog) and
began his first set with a spoken
proclamation of his musical originality and the remark, "If you
want to hear somebody else, try
B-2S on the juke box." (The juke
box only goes up to B-8, but I'm
sure that is missing the point.)
Our performer was not Jacking
in either originality or variety.
With an acoustic guitar and a
microphone, Mr. Smoothdog
filled the small room with more
"vibes" than your average oneman band. His instrumental

technique was excellent and
helped to disclose an almost
raging desire he possessed for
life. Mr. Smoothdog even managed to successfully pull off a
forceful love song - a true rarity.
Low attendance must surely
take its -toll on an entertainer's
energy level, if not on his attitude
toward a given audience. At
most, there were a dozen students in the audience at anyone
time.
Mr. Smooth dog lacked stage
presence and a "formal sense" of
the audience, which made it
difficult to sense any direction in
his music. Dean Leslie March,
who was in attendance, seemed to
think that his music .• . . . came
from his soul. But he didn't want
any of us to know it."
Mr. Smoothdog's music remains worthy, if not of praise, of
distant admiration.

The Ursinus College Forum
Series will present "Tyler and
Althea," a new play by New York
author Michelle Herman starring
Ruth Kinter and Kersten Anderson on Tuesday, October 28,
p.m" in the Ritter Center for
Dramatic Arts. It is free and open
to the public.

Kersten Anderson

Michelle Herman is a successful short story writer for literary
quarterlies, who also edits books
and writes articles for Glamour
and Oul magazines.
She recently completed an anthology of contemporary fiction
about fathers and daughters, and
presently is working on a novel.
"Tyler and Althea," her first
play, makes a strong statement
about conditions of women in our
society, Kersten Anderson and
Ruth Kinter are young actresses,
active in the New York theatre
scene, whose reviews point to
promising careers.
Both were trained at the city's
prestigious Neighborhood Theatre. Their acting credits include
numerous Off-Broadway productions, summer stock and repertory companies. In addition, Miss

Awaiting F.C.C. License ·

Radio WRUC Making
Slow Return
a "frequency search," finding
by Carl Buck '84
Slowly but surely, Ursinus' own
radio station, WRUC, is arising
from the ashes. Under the leadership of station manager Joe
Dascenzo, WRUC has begun
work which will eventually make
the station functional. However,
many otstacles still face the
station's organizational procedures.
Dascenzo has been trying to
tackle one problem at a time.
Regarding the F.C.C. license, the
station has obtained the services
of Dr. J. Houghton Kane, who
will act in his position of lawyer
while assisting the station in their
filling out the 60 page license.
Also, Dascenzo and various members of the staff have been in
contact with other local college
radio stations (such as WKDU of
Drexel University) regarding the
appropriation of the F.C.C. license.
A MInute Mountain
There are many other minor
problems facing the station. A
few of these are obtaining the
services of an engineer to conduct

adequate equipment for the station's transmitting power, and
getting enough faculty backing to
prevent the dissolving of Station
WRUC once again. There is also a
plea by the station for any extra
furniture available (desks, filing
cabinets, etc.) for use by the staff. One sure sign of life in the
station is the demo's and tapes
which are coming in from various
record companies who want air
time for them. But as the weeks
drag on, one question commonly
given to staff members is "When
will the station be on the air?"
And their answer simply given is
"When you help."
The main problem facing the
station is regaining their F.C.C.
license with the little equipment
that the station now has in its
transmitting room in the basement of Bomberger Hall. There is
a "Catch-22" situation involved
here because the F.C.C. license
cannot be obtained without the
proper transmitting equipment,
and the proper transmitting
equipment cannot be obtained
without an F.C.C. license.

Health
FDA Announces
New Acne Treatment
The U.S. Food and Drug Adhas approved Cleocin T Topical Solution (clindamycin phosphate), a new antibiotic
skin product for the treatment of
acne, The Upjon Company announced today .
Four of every five adolescents
mini~>lTation

I

and many individuals in older age
groups suffer from acne, which
can result in facial scarring and
cause serious social and emotional problems.
Although the enct cause of
acne is not yet known, the disease
(Continued on ' .... FlYe)

HOW TO PLAY: Read Ihe lisl 01 word • . Look al Ihe puulp You'll
hnd Ihese words '" all dir""I!ons - hOrlzonlally vertically ,
d'agonally , b~ckwards Draw a c lrr lA around each leller 01 a word
lound on I~ ~ puule Ihen slrlke iI off Ihe lisl. Circling iI will show a
leller has been used bul will leave 01 visible should iI also lorm part
01 anal her word . Find Ihe bog word. firsl. W~,en lellers of allllsll'd
word s are Circled . you'll have 1M lll.en number 01 lellers lell over.
They 'lI spell OUI your MAGICWORD

WATER CRAFT
14 letters
CLUES
B-Barges; C-Captain, Craft, Crew, Currents;
D-Dinghy; F-Ferry; J-Junk; K-Ketch;
L-Lakes, Launch, Liner, Luxury; M-Merchant,
Motor; O-Oars, Ocean; P-Paddle; R-Raft,
River, Rowboat; S:" Sailor. Sails, Schooner, Seas,
Skiff. Sloop, Steamer. Submarine; T-Tanker,
Tides, Tugs; V-Voyage; W-Water, Waves,
Winds; Y-Yachts, Yawl
425

© 1980 McNaught Syndicate, Inc.

Ruth Kinter
Anderson studied at the Shakespeare Institute, England, and
currently directs "Period of Adjustment," playing in New York.
Miss Kinter' s background also
includes classical and children's
theatre, and dance experience.
She is a 1974 graduate of Ursin us
College.

L R P F K SEA S R E K NAT
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I ERDRPSRPMTANKE
R M I A T A E L TAO TIE S
ATFAINLNAADTWSS
MT I LOUACTUODO I E
BNOOXERONFNBLRV
URHUCETUGSACWEA
SCROWVOYAGERHOW
S Y K N U J S T N ERR U C R

lfusleuilIe ~otel
330 West RIdge Pike
Eagleville, Pa.
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OPEN 365 DA YS A YEAR
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EAGLEVILLE HOTEL SPECIALS
Shrimp III a Baskct
Frics, Cole Slaw

TUESDAY
NIGHT

$2.96

WEDNESDAY
NIGHT

Chickcll ill a Baskct
Fries, Cole SI,tW

Adult &13.00

Children &12.60

*
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Barry Bowers as emcee

arents'Day Sees 'GonR Show' Provides
Friday Niaht Fun
Gym Dedication
by Beth Harp '84
The Utility Gymnasium was
officially dedicated Saturday
night, October 11. President
Richard P. Richter gave a brief
speech, citing the history of the
building, and explaining the purpose for which it will now be
used.
Some members of the Ursinus
band played a fanfare, while
three coIlege administrators cut
the ribbons. Nelson Williams,
Business Manager of the CoIlege,
cut the red ribbon signifying the
financial aspects of the gym.
Robert DavidsoR, Director of
Athletics, snipped the gold ribbon,
officiaIly signifying the fmancial
aspects of the gym. Robert Davidson, Director of Athletics,
snipped the gold ribbon, officiaIly
the gym to all students.
Ruth Harris cut the black
ribbon, which symbolized the
social affairs for which the gymnasium will be the setting.
A square dance was held
following the dedication with the
public invited. Since the affair
was held on the same night as
Parent's Day, a good number of
students and their families took
part in the festivities. A professional square dance caIler was on
hand to entertain and instruct
those in attendance. Also, refreshments were provided for the

byDeborahBynon'84
Classes of 1981 and 1983
berger Auditorium last Friday
evening, October 10, and provided enjoyment for all who attended.
enjoyment for all who attended.
Derek Pickell, Carol Stevens,
Grace Litka, and Kay Buckwalter
were responsible for organizing
the-show.
Professor Barry Bowers did an
excellent job emceeing the show
with his lively personality and
corny jokes, he seemed very
much like Chuck Barris of the real
"Gong Show."
The judges, Dr. Ross Doughty,
Mrs. Cathy Wilt, and Miss Eileen
Kraus, did a good job of scoring
the participants.
The first prize, $96.84, went to
Steve Woodward, with thirty-one
points. Steve recited a humorous
Four other acts which did not
win, but received scores instead
of the gong, were Ron Baltz, who
played the guitar and sang a song
he composed himself,"I'I1 Go
Mine," Glenn Fuir, who played a
variation of the song, "Mediterranean Sundance," by Al Dimeda,
on his guitar; The College Village
People, dancing to "YMCA;"
and The Players featuring The
Player, Bill White, who did a very

weary square dancers and
The new Utility Gym
plenty of room for its very
social event.
At this point the
still has the empty, hoIlow
ness of a new building,
the variety of functions it
the gymnasium promises to
come one of the hottest spots
the Ursinus College campus.

All we can
tell you is that
men who don't
smoke live about
6 years longer
than men who
do smoke:
If you want someone
to help you stop smoking
cigarettes. contact your
American Cancer Society.

,SAC Approves
Two New Clubs
by Pat Keenan '84
Two new clubs have been
added to the extra-curricular activities here at Ursinus. They are
the Ursin us College Classics Club
and Ursinus College Women's
Track. Both of these clubs submitted their proposed constitutions to the Students Activities
Committee prior to the meeting
on September 26.
The purpose of the Classics
Club is to promote the study and
understanding of the classics and
their context in classical culture.
11te club also hopes to organize

'OWlr HOUSI

Flel Market
Rt. 29, Collegeville
HOURS: Sunday 9-b

l

I' I d B " R bb
lve y ance to ootaJ s u e r
Band.
There were a few acts gonged
by the judges. The Alpha Sigma
Nu pledge class danced to " Time
poem caIled "Horace. "
Dan Lewis, with 29 1h points,
won the second prize of $52.13 for
playing the guitar and singing
"Ugly."
Warp," but was gonged. Carol
Waters and Kay Buckwalter,
singing "The Waterrtlelon Song, "
and The Worms, singing " The
Littlest Worm, " were gonged.
The winner, Steve Woodward,
had his share of gonging, too. He
performed in a Monty Python skit
with Cookie Schwalm and was
gonged.
The Gong Show was a great
success. The participants had as

The Grizzly

women s track.

I

I~
§
I~

FDA Treatment
(Continued from P8ge Four)

has been a-ssociated with- the
activity of certain bacteria. The
success of antibiotic therapy in
controlIing these microorganisms
has made it a mainstay of acne
therapy.
In controIled studies in acne
patients, Cleocin T proved equal
to the leading antibiotic acne
treatment, oral tetracycline.
Cleocin T Topical Solution
comes in applicator-containers
designed to provide either 30 or
60 days therapy. It will be
available
by
prescription
throughout the country later this
year.
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College Bowl Season
D.lficially Opens
by Pat Keenan '84
This past week Ursinus scholars began to put their knowledge
to the test by competing in the
campus College Bowl. Every
Wednesday evening at seven
o'clock in the College Union,
various teams contend with each
other in answering questions that
range from sports to science to
literature. Some of the questions
are relatively easy; however, the
majority of th(;m are mindboggl~ such as, "How many
teeth do turtles have?'"
Two teams, each with four
panelists, compete at one time.
The rules of the College Bowl are
very simple. Toss-up questions
which are directed to both teams
are worth ten points. If one of the
panelists interrupts while the
question is still being read and
answers correctly, his tearn gets a
bonus question. If he answers
incorrectly the team receives a
five point penalty. During a
toss-up question tnere can be no

~::;:!::sr:~~n~~~=;I:;:S~;:Ji
' ~
~ '~1~~
q:r "'~~~rlt I~
tenslve trammg and runnmg
~I
11 ~ ~"..\.l ~
10

audience had watching them.

.Variety!

the people interested in classics
,
so that they - can share their
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
knowledge and experience.
The purpose of the Women's 'This fact lakl'n frum a !'l'sl'arch sluuv
Track Club is to enable Ursinus
is hasl'd on the smnkl'r whn at age 25
smokes about a pack and a half of
women to participate in organized
cigarl'lll's a da.v.
track and field events, and to
promote physical fitness through
aerobic exercise. Meetings will
consist of practice sessions held r:.I.1.1I'I'I'I'I'I'I'I'I'I'I'I'I'I'I'I'I'I'I'I'I'~

preparation for ~m~tition.
.
Anyone who IS mterested 10
either of these, clubs and feels
they could make a valuable
contribution' by participating
should contact either Dr. John
Wickenham, who is organizing
the .C1assics~ub. or Mr. Mart
DaVIes. who IS in charge of

~
much fun performing as the

consultanon among team members.
There were a total of four
games last Wednesday evening.
The first two teams to play were
TLS Limited, whose captain is
Dan Lewis against Taylor's Pork
Roll whose captain is Eric Taylor.
TLS Ltd. won by a score of 160 to
130. The second game was won
by the team called Bowler's
Anonymous which is headed by
Scott Bowerman. They beat Tau
Beta Alpha whose captain is Larry
Muscarella by a score of 260 to
35. The third game was between
Jim Albright's team called Martinitz and Slabata (FACE) amd tje
and Slabata (FACE) and the
Bonzo Brothers. The Bonzo
Brothers headed by Ed Wikoff
managed to come from behind
and beat their opponents by a
score of 200 to 185.
The final game of the evening
was won by Christopher Kile' s
team, the Fetterolf Fearsom

team, the Fetterolf Fearsome
Foursome plus One with a score
of 195 against Linda Smith's
9 S. PARK AVENUE TROOPER PA ~ team, Trouble at Clamer with a
~ score of 40.
Oct. 17-18
Markley JAZZ 215-539-0885
Anyone who wants to test their
~
~ knowledge or learn new facts
L'.~
~ such as turtles have no teeth,
Oct.24-25
ROCK
.. .,,,
should come out and watch the
~~"
competition on Wednesday evenOct. 31-Nov. 1
Wt Rock
~ .ngs. As the season progresses
L C. B. Cards Required
competition will become more
intense.
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State -related institutions only

Thornburgh Restores
Aid To Colleges
Gov. Dick Thornburgh today
signed a package of legislation
restoring 5336 million in aid to
state-related colleges, universities and cultural institutions in
Pennsylvania.
"By signing these bills today, I
am providing these institutions of
higher education the level of
funding for fiscal year 1980-81
that I originally proposed to the
legislature last February, ..
Thornburgh said. "We have been
able to overcome the revenue
shortfall created by the Liquor
Control Board which forced me to
cut the original appropriations by
10 percent."
The legislation includes a technical measure raising the Commonwealth's official revenue estimate for the year. There are also
51 non-preferred appropriation
bills that increase the financial
assistance to the institutions to
the governor's original levels.

Thornburgh, in his February
budget message, proposed funding the state-related colleges,
universities and other institutions
at the level of 5336 million. In
framing the aid package within
the requirements of a balanced
budget the governor was relying
on an LCB commitment to provide
an additional 526 million in
revenues as well as 515 million
through increased fees for certain
state services.
He was forced to cut each
institution's appropriation by 10
percent on July 11, 1980 when the
LCB failed to act on its commitment to place a 10 cent charge on
each bottle of liquor sold and the
legislature did not pass a fee
increase bill.
The funding problems were
solved when the LCB enacted a
new pricing policy and the administration initiated several fee
increases which do not require
legislative concurrence.

Strong-Campbell
Interest
Inventory
,
The Strong-Campbell Interest
Inventory will next be offered to
interested students in aU classes
on Thursday, October 30, 1980
from 12:15 to 1:00 P.M. in
Wismer 004. By assessing a
variety of interests in areas such
as school subjects, amusements,
types of people, occupations, etc.
and presenting the results in
terms of general and specific
occupational patterns, this instrument can be most effective in
promoting self understanding and
career awareness. The 515.00 fee
for this service, which includes all
test materials, a computemed
profile of individual inventory
scores and personalized career
counseling, must be paid at the
Treasurer's Office by Wednesday,
October 29, 1980. Your receipt
will be your admission ticket at
the actual testing.
If you have any questions or
would only be interested in taking
the test at a different time, please
call the Career Planning and
Placement Office, ext. 274 or 226.

Liquor Quicker But Pot More Popular

ANN ARBOR, Mich. (CH( --Marijuana is now more popular than
alcohol among teen-agers, says U. of Michigan researcher Dr. Lloyd
Johnston.
In a report submitted to the National Alcohol and Drug Coalition
Jo~nston ~.aid his surv~y of 16,000 teen-agers shows 10% reported
usmg manJuana or hashlsh daily compared to 7% using alcohol daily.
Johnston called this change "one of the most potentially important
phenomena to come onto the American drug scene in the last decade. "
Johnston's report, sponsored by the Institute for Social Research,
doesn't try to explain its results, although Johnston does say that much
of ~~ increase in marijuana use "took place during a period in which
manJuana appeated to the public to be getting a fairly clean bill of
health."
. ~he .most disturbing aspect of the report, says Johnston, is its
mdlcation that daily marijuana smokers are more apt to use other
drugs, and with greater frequency, than those who don't smoke. The
other drugs can include alcohol, nicotine, LSD and PCP. "I consider
the high overlap in these drug habits to be a basis for some real
concern about the long-term physical health of this segment of the
population," he says.
The survey shows the prototype daily pot smoker is a white male
with liberal political and religious views, few academic ambitions and a
hectic social life. Most smokers also indicated they intend to continue
smoking for at least five years.

Dognappers Repent, Return Handsome Dan

Qe::n
WE'RE FIGHnNG FOR )oUR LIFE

Freshman
Appointments

11M OPEN J,..2.!NO·a ' ------------~n.~--------
HALLOWEEN COSTUME PARTY OCTOBERJ/st
287-8510

[Continued from Page One 1
3) The Forum Committee.
Two students are designated to
sit on this committee which
decides on the Forums to be
presented to the College. The
committee usually meets once
each semester.
4) The Campus Life Committee.
The committee meets the tirst
and third Thursdays of every
month in the library to discuss
ways of improving student campus life. The Freshman Class is
allowed one representative.
The Class of 1984 cannot make
its suggestions and positions
known unless it has proper representation. Anyone interested
should contact one of the class
officers: Lorie Cramer in Beardwood 109, Gene Haag in Curtis
206, Lisa Lepone in Stauffer 168.
and Amy Hill in Beardwood 109,
or drop a card in any officer's mail
box with your name, address,
campus phone number, the committee in which you are interested,
a short biography and the times
you would be free for an interview.
Come on Class of 1984, Let's
show Ursinus what we want!

NEW HAVEN, Conn. (CH) - Handsome Dan is back on the Yale
University campus, apparently none the worse for a summer spent out
of his usual confines in the Yale Trophy Room at the Payne-Whitney
athletic building.
Handsome Dan, Yale's original bulldog mascot which was stuffed
and embalmed after his death in 1898, was stolen last April. Associate
~thletic Dire~or Joni Barrett offered the thieve! a midnight pool party
10 Payne-WhItney for the dog's return, but that bait apparently wasn't
taken.
Instead, two men drove up to Barrett's house, carried the dog in its
bronze-and-glass case into her living room, said "Here's your dog"
and left. Their identity is still unknown.
Barrett says she was never really worried about Handsome Dan. She
believes he was stolen by pranksters who enjoyed the challenge of
getting away with it.
Handsome Dan himself may have enjoyed the change of scenery.
The last time he was successfully stolen (and returned) was in 1939.
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No issue of The Grizzly next week ..• a mid-semester break for our staff.
In the meantime ••• Homecominl{ ~lections are on Thurs, Fri.,
October 23 and 24, durinl{ lunch and dinner ••. Let's
~W/'~:::'.
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jmore sports~

i.~.,.,••""""""*""","""""",::,,..:,*,:::::,<~
Heathens Take
Intramural Title
The Heathens, led by an aggressive defense, edged Zeta Chi
20-19 on Tuesday to win the 1st
Annual Jim Sakell Bowl and claim
the Intramural Football Championship. In what can be described as an all out hard hitting but
cleanly-played game, the undefeated but once tied Heathens
stormed out of the blocks to a 20-6
halftime lead. The Zetans came
back. in the 2nd half led by the
running of their halfbacks, but it
was not enough as some great
defensive play by Mike Mulligan
and Jim Jeffers helped the Heathens hang on.
To get into the Sakell Bowl both
teams had to survive a tough
semi-final round. The Heathens,
led by a Skip Feraco interception
return for a touchdown, scored 16
points in a 2 % minute span to
forge to a 26-6 halftime lead over
Delta Pi. The Deltans made a
noble comeback in the second half
before finally being subdued
32-25 in a game that was not as
close as the score indicates.
Referee Jay "The Whistle"
DeFuscio did an excellent job as
he has done all season, in what
can be termed a very controversial game.
The Zetans also had a tough
semi-final game, edging Sig Rho
18 to 13 on a touchdown with 36
seconds to play. Sig Rho seemed
to have the game wrapped up

PLYWOOD
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I FLAKEBOARD
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Booters Kick Del Valley
by David Gamer '81
After last Saturday's 3-0 manhandling of visiting Delaware
Valley, the Ursinus Soccer team
appears to have fully recovered
from the mistake-ridden, nonchalant style of play which
plagued them during the four
game losing streak of two weeks
ago. The Parent's Day victory
gave the Booters three wins and a
tie in their last four outings. With
two critical contests against MAC
schools slated for the up-coming
week, the Bears could have
picked no better time to regain
their 1979 form.

Despite the wet, chilly weather
that Parent's Day morning had to
offer, Ursinus came out fired-up
and ready to play. From the
opening kick-off, UC dominated
the Rams with its own brand of
"total team soccer." The slick
field conditions did little to hamper the well-executed passing
game of the Bears. With Jeff
Jewitt and Chip Montgomery
leading the clinic on dribbling and
fancy passing, the Booters moved
the ball into scoring range with
relative ease. The visitors managed a few runs on UC goalie Jim
Birchmeier. but most attempts
were cut-40wn by the outstanding
defensive efforts of fullbacks Jon
Dick, Bill Morehouse, John Signorino and Ricky Hope. Even
though Ursinus peppered the
Delaware Valley keeper with seventeen first half shots, the only
score came at 36:50 when Tim
Howard, playing right wing for
law-boarding Greg Gifford, took a
pass from Montgomery and beat
the goalie on a crossing shot to his
right from 12 yards out.
A ten minute lapse enabled the
Rams to make a few runs at the
start of the second half, but the

Hockey

Record

Top Ten

Football "W"

clipping calls throughout the entire game, but the most inopportune of all came eal'ly in the first
quarter, wiping out a marvelous
59 yard TD run by Walck. That

Phillies!

Undefeated in divisional play ••.

only aJew seconds earlier, but an
apparent interception was disallowed and the Zetans made the
most of their new life. Ron Kaznel
played an outstaanding game for
ZX in the light-marred game. The
Rhoans, the only team which the
Heathens have not beaten, had an
outstanding team effort, but fell
just short.
Scott Kreiger has been named
"Coach of the Year" in a voting
among his .peersl And rightfully
so. Barring free agents, Krieger
will only be losing senior captain
Dan Parenti thru graduation, with
the rest of the squad returning.
"The Greek" has installed them
(Continued from Page Eight)
'as 9-5 favorites to win it again
:next year - but didn't he do the the team.. This past week' the
Bears played the type of hockey
.Jets?
that they are capable of and the
result was total domination of two
Grizz~r
There is upheaval in the Top 10 very competitive teams.
again this week, as Alabama . The games for the upcoming
barely retains its share of 'No. 1 week include Trenton on Tuesday,
with a close decision over Rutgers, October 21, at home at 3:00, and
UCLA's victory 35-21 victory over West Chester on Friday, October
Stanford shoots the Bruins into a 24, at West Chester at 3:00.
FUCK·OFFS: The J. V. hockey
share of the lead. USC and Texas
retain their places in the first five, team finished their week with a
while Florida State's upset of Pitt loss and a win. The team lost to
shoots the Seminoles into this Lock Haven on a goal late in the
select group, and knocks the second half. The Bears beat
Panthers into oblivion. Others Princeton by a score of 1-0 on 'a
missing from this week's Top Ten goal by freshman Linda Lippininclude Ohio State and Miami cott. The J .V. record is now
(Fla.), while Penn State appears 7-2-0. The upcoming games for
J. V. are with Trenton and West
for the first time.
(first place votes in parentheses) Chester.
The third team lost to Muhlenrank
team
pta_
1.
Alabama
88 berg on Wednesday, October 8,
1.
UCLA (8)
88 by a score of 1-0. The goal came
3.
USC (2)
82 with a minute and a half left in the
4.
Texas
66 game. Even though a loss was
5.
Florida State
52 suffered, the play of the team was
6.
Georgia
46 greatly improved over previous
7.
Nebraska
38 games. The third team has the
Notre Dame
32 upcoming week off with their next
8.
9.
North Carolina
22 game against Widener on Home, 10.
Penn State
12 coming.

(Continued from Page Eight)

I{O

series ended in a missed field
goal ... Karas: "What made
this win especially good was that
it was accomplished despite adversity ... Hopefully, it'll be like
the Lebanon Valley game was
for us last year" (Bears were 0-5
before that game, 3-1 after) ...
Bears go for two in a row
tomorrow at Muhlenberg. Next
home game is Homecoming Day
next Saturday, 1:30 vs. Swarth·

Bears quickly regrouped and took
control of the game once again.
Bob Thomas made it 2-0 Ursin us,
with an unassisted break-away
goal at 24:30. After dribbling to
the right of the goal, Thomas
lofted a fine crossing shot into the
net. Five minutes later, Jim
Drevs out-ran the Delaware Valley fullbacks and blasted a bullet
from twenty yards out past the
DV netminder. With the win
secure Coach Walt Manning rested his starters and watched as the
substitutes continued to control
the tempo and to preserve the
3-0 margin.
At 4-4-1, the UC Booters are
now entering the crucial part of
their schedule. After tomorrow's
tune-up game against the
Alumni, the Bears travel to
Albright on Monday and Haverford on Wednesday for tough
MAC contests. It is important
that Ursinus win every game
against MAC opponents in order
to qualify for the play-offs. So far,
the Bears are 2-0 in the Southeast
Division of the MAC, and a
successful week could help them
on their way to a division title.

Women's Volleyball
Faces Tough Schedule
by Diane Vlnclauerra '84
In the last few days the Ursinus
Volleyball Team has had an
extremely tough varsity schedule.
On October 10, the Bears hosted
Kutztown State College; the following day they participated in an
invitational tournament at Muhlenberg College; three days later,
on October 14, they hosted Trenton State College.
The Bears lost to Kutztown in
three straight matches, but not
without a fight. Super spikes by
Margaret Tomlinson and Gwen
McKeon kept the team within
three points of the lead throughout the entire game. Unfortunately the Kutztown squad answered each spike with returns
which were too much for the
Bears to overcome.
During the Muhlenberg tour-

nament, Ursinus showed their
superior abilities by capturing
second place, losing only to
Muhlenberg. The key to the
Beat;S' success was their great
team effort and the consistent
support and leadership of captain
Patsy Cox.
On Monday, another super
team effort, highlighted with a
great performance by Junior Linda Hetherington, was not enough
to overcome Trenton State, as our
team was defeated by a score of
three games to one. A lack of
concentration and a few costly
mistakes were the only barriers
preventing Ursinus from capturing the win.
The team hopes to add a few
wins to its record in today's game
against Swarthmore and again in
Tuesday's trimeet with Lehigh
and laSalle.
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Overpowers Johns Hopkins

Football Finds Season's First "W"
the mistakes were overcome and
Ursinus had the win it deserved.
The Ursinus comeback started
right after Hopkins had taken its
19-8 lead on a 30 yard touchdown
return of a blocked punt. Starting
on their own 22, the Bears drove
the 78 yards in 16 plays for their
second touchdown of the day.
Quarterback Craig Walck was the
leader of this drive, which overcame 20 yards of penalties and
ended on Jim Rumer's 14 yard TD
scamper. Walck ran 5 · times
during the drive for 34 yards,
including pickups of 17 and 10
yards. The key play, however,
was Walck's gain of 4 on fourth
and three at the Hopkins 26.
Craig also passed for 44 yards on
this march to the goal line, hitting
Jack Freeman once for 17 yards,
and the now healthy Jay Repko
twice for 27 yards. After Bruce
Fensterbush's conversion, Drsinus trailed by only 19-15.
Little time was then wasted by
the Bears in grabbing the lead.
The defense soon forced a punt,
and the offense was given good
field position at the Hopkins 47.

A two touchdown fourth quarter explosion by an offense that
until that point had seemed bent
on self-destruction led Ursinus to
its initial victory of the season in
a .23-19 thriller over Johns Hopkins.
The first three quarters of this
game had followed the pattern of
the entire season so far - the
score did not reveal the true
nature of the game . Despite
dominating Hopkins both offensively and defensively, Ursinus
found itself trailing 19-8 entering
the fourth quarter as a result of a
horde of penalties, two blocked
punts, and one case of lost footing
on the wet field. Howeyer, once
the fourth quarter started, the victory over
Grizzlies ~ot their act to~ether,

CROSS COUNTRY: Sat-A
FIELD HOCKEY: Tues-H
FOOTBALL: Sat-A
SOCCER: Man-A, Wed-A
VOLLEYBALL: Fri-A,
Tue-H Thur-A

Fearless Friday Forecast
by Kevin Readinan '81
Dallas at PhUadelpbla
Eagles by 3 as they take over
first place all by themselves.
Buffalo at MIami
Bills by ' 7 as Miami looks bad
again. Shula looks for Cxonka,
Warfield and kick.
Green Bay at Cleveland
Green Bay has no offense and
just does not score. Cleveland
wins by 8.
Minnesota at Cincinnati
Cincy is getting the act together and wins two in a row.
Bengals by 4 points.
St. Lows at Washington
Skins win on a field goal if they
can kick it. Pardee relieved to
win one.
Seattle at New York Jets
Seahawks very erratic and the
Jets are coming off their first
win. Jets do it again by 3.
Atlanta at New Orleans
Falcons win by 6 as the Saints
continue to lose.
Detroit at Chicago
Chicago's offense has been
anemic and Detroit's is not.

Detroit roars by 8.
Kansas City at Denver
Denver by the smallest of margins (2) and only because
the game is at Mile High.
New England at Baltimore
Baltimore by 4 coming off a big
win over the Bills. The
Dolphins made the Pats look
good last week.
Los Angeles at San Francisco
The Rams win by 9 as they are
going up and the 4gers are
going down. Hilton looks for
help.
New York Giants at San Diego
The Chargers win big as the
Giants lose by IS points. New
York just doesn't generate
much offense.
Tampa Bay at Houston
Even match but Houston gets
the edge as Bum has been
bumming about Houston's play.
Oilers win by S.
Oakland at Pittsburgh
Steelers stinging and they
usually bounce back big after a
loss. Raiders take it on the chin
as Pittsburgh wins by 11.

.Hockey Raises
Record To 6-1-3
by Jean Morrison '83
The Ursinus Field Hockey
Team defeated Lock Haven on
Saturday, October 11, by a score
of 3-0. Scoring for the Bears were
juniors Debbie Brackett and Traci
Davis, and senior Debbie Tweed.
The Bears totally dominated Lock
Haven in perhaps their best game
since the Penn State Tournament
in early September.
The first goal by Brackett came
at three minutes into the first
half. Brackett gathered in a
rebound .and found a hole in
betwe~n the goalkeeper's legs.
Davis' goal at the 33 minute mark
was a result of a penalty corner in
Ursinus' favor. The shot taken
directly from the corner rebounded to Davis, she put the ball
between the goalie and the post.
The last goal, the best of the
game, came off Tweed's stick
thirty minutes into the second
half. Following a corner for
Ursinus, the ball went across the
top of the striking circle. Tweed
didn't stop the ball, instead she
shot it as it came across. The shot
came so fast that the goalkeeper
had no time to react and the ball
found its way into the goal.
The overall play of the team
was much improved over what it
has been in previous games.
Davis, junior Jill Snyder and
senior co-captain Gina Buggy
Schrader's ARCO Station
460 Main St.
Collegeville, Pa.

Urslnus' Varllty HOckey Squad takes a break from the action In
lalt Saturday'llound defeat over Lock Haven.

Fullback Lonney Grove gained
four on the first play, and then on
the next play burst over right
tackle, ran through several
tackles and went all the way for a
43 yard TD. When Craig Walck
crossed the goal line on a keeper
for a two point conversion, Ursinus had its final margin of
victory, which held up thanks to a
fumble recovery by Nick Sabia,
and an interception by Brian
Lyman, both turnovers aborting
Hopkins comeback attempt.
Hopkins opened the game's
scoring early in the second quarter. After a blocked punt, Hopkins started at the UC 30. Six
plays later, a Jim Margraff-Bill
Stromberg pass had the visitors
ahead 7-0_
Ursinus came back to take an
8-7 lead on a 9 play, 63 yard drive.
Jim Rumer carried six times for
40 yards, including the touchdown scored from four yards out,
and two Walck-to-Repko passes
spearheaded this drive. John
Blubaugh then found Dave
Dougherty in the end zone for the
two point conversion.
Hopkins' big quarter was the
third_ Fadng a fourth and three at
the DC 44 during the second
Hopkins possession of the quarter,
the Blue Jays took to the air.
When cornerback Matt Delao lost
worked the right side of the field his foot and slipped, the path
very well. Junior Trish Delfemi was clear for a Margraff-to-Bruce
played a solid and effective game Kane touchdown pass. Two Ursiboth offensively and defensively. nus possessions later, Hopkins
Senior co-captain Laurie Holmes scored on the blocked punt, but
also had several nice rushes on then the Bears put it all together.
goal.
BEAR FACTS: A multitude of
On Thursday, October 9, the stars from this game. Jim Rumer
Bears defeated Princeton by a played his best game yet, gaining
score of 2-0. Scoring for Ursinus 125 yards and two TD's on 26
carries. Lonnie Grove picked up
were Tweed and Davis.
The first half play was back and 8S yards on 9 carries, Jeff Bright
forth, but D.C. had the advantage. 90 yards in 10 attempts, and
Tweed's goal at the thirteen Craig Walck ran 13 times' for 73
minute mark was picture perfect. yards ... Walck passed 10-26,
It was the Bears' first goal 128 yards to supplement the
directly from a corner this year. running game. Jay Repko, playThis is a good sign as Ursinus has ing for the first time since the first
been having trouble with their play vs_ Alfred, celebrated his
corners. Brackett hit the ball out return by catching 6 passes for 65
from the corner to Tweed. Tweed yards. John Blubaugh grabbed 3
stopped the ball and hit a for 46 yards, and Jack Freeman 1
beautiful shot finding a hole on for 17 . . . Entire offensive line
the goalkeeper's right side. played well, as Hopkins' defenPrinceton almost tied the score sive line was blown away ...
after a penalty corner. The shot Jeff Vanace has won the starting
from the penalty corner rebound- center spot from Tom Dunn ...
ed off the pads of sophomore Bill White returned from off
goaltender Margie Yost toward season surgery, starting at offenthe far corner. Senior Sue Darwin sive left tackle and helping to
dived across to make the save. stabil~ze line play ... 488 yards
Princeton then pushed the ball total' offense is the best Ursinus
back towards the goal. Yost made output since Coach Karas has
the second save and Darwin been here ... Defensive standfinished the play by clearing the outs were interior linemen Mike
ball out of the circle. Ursinus' Fagan, Steve Kline and John
second goal came off the stick of Gattuso, aJ.ld linebacker Terry
Davis at the 24 minute mark. A Bazow ... Sabia's fumble rescrimmage develope9 in front of covery and Lyman's interception
the Princeton net and Davis were the defense's first truly big
scored on a rebound of two plays of the season . . . On punts
previous shots.
that weren't blocked, Walck
The Princeton game was also averaged 45.6 yards ... Offense
we-II played by each member of was driven crazy by holding and
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